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Fig. 2. A teacher helping a middle school student
interpret text related to an in-class activity. [Photo
credit: Mike Gould]
engaging in the literacy practices that make investigation, comprehension, and communication of ideas possible. Integration of literacy
practices and inquiry-science education encourages instructional strategies that build on students’ curiosities about the world and support
students in building fundamental literacy skills.
Although most students will not pursue careers
in scientific fields, most will probably read
science-related materials throughout their lives.
For today’s students to participate effectively in
tomorrow’s decision-making as consumers, members of the electorate, and members of society,
it is imperative that educators support students
in reading, writing, and communicating in science.
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Literacy and Science: Each in the
Service of the Other
P. David Pearson,1* Elizabeth Moje,2 Cynthia Greenleaf3
We use conceptual and empirical lenses to examine synergies between inquiry science and literacy
teaching and learning of K-12 (kindergarten through high school) curriculum. We address two
questions: (i) how can reading and writing be used as tools to support inquiry-based science, and
(ii) how do reading and writing benefit when embedded in an inquiry-based science setting? After
elaborating the theoretical and empirical support for integrated approaches, we discuss how to
support their implementation in today’s complicated curricular landscape.
cientific literacy has been the rallying cry
for science education reform for the past 20
years, yet this phrase has had multiple, and
sometimes conflicting, meanings. Does it refer to
the reading and writing of science texts? Is it about
learning how to think and practice like a scientist?
Or does it refer more generally to knowing science
for everyday life? Is literacy an aspect of scientific
inquiry? Equally important, why does scientific
literacy matter?
The last question is, perhaps, easiest to answer. Development of a scientifically literate
citizenry has been tied to the future of robust
democratic society (1, 2). Explicit calls for proficiency in reading and science literacy for all
(1–4) envision a populace capable of fully participating in the workplace and civic demands of
the 21st century. This demand for a scientifically
literate populace, however, requires a clear definition of science literacy and how to develop it.
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A review of the literature reveals two dominant
understandings of scientific literacy. One focuses
on familiarity with the natural world and with key
science concepts, principles, and ways of thinking
(2). The other, which is the focus of this essay,
makes explicit connections among the language of
science, how science concepts are rendered in
various text forms, and resulting science knowledge (5). Researchers guided by this latter view are
concerned with how students develop the proficiencies needed to engage in science inquiry, including how to read, write, and reason with the
language, texts, and dispositions of science. The
ability to make meaning of oral and written
language representations is central to robust
science knowledge and full participation in public
discourse about science (6, 7).
However, text and reading can actually supplant science inquiry through text-centric curricula; these are the very curricula that science
educators criticize when they champion hands-on,
inquiry-based curricula (8, 9). But when science
literacy is conceptualized as a form of inquiry,
reading and writing activities can be used to advance
scientific inquiry, rather than substitute for it. When
literacy activities are driven by inquiry, students
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Challenges to Science Literacy Instruction
With all of these reasons for valuing science
literacy instruction, one might wonder why such
Literate Practice as Inquiry
practice is not de riguer? And given that it is not,
what needs to be done to make it possible for
In many reform-oriented science
Science as a Setting for
young people to regularly read and write texts as
classrooms in the United States,
Enhancing Literacy
an aspect of scientific inquiry?
texts are deemphasized to avoid
A number of current realities prevent teachers
Just as literacy tools and artithe common practice of reading
facts can enhance the acquisi- from engaging in integrated science literacy instrucabout science in lieu of doing
tion of knowledge and inquiry tion. One is the view of text held by many science
science (2, 8, 9, 11, 12). Yet sciin science, so too can science pro- educators described earlier—that our text-centric
entists use reading and writing to
vide an ideal context for acquiring focus has overshadowed science inquiry (9, 12, 25).
inquire about scientific phenomeand refining literacy tools. Sev- Both science and literacy educators agree that textna. No scientist simply walks
eral scholars (7, 21–23) have only science is weak science instruction, but most
into a lab and starts manipulating
argued that without systematic recognize that doing science involves reading
materials, tools, and phenomena.
attention to reading and writing and writing print and other symbol systems and
Investigations are always framed
within subjects like science graphic representations (7, 26). Scientists cannot
by other investigations. Texts are
and history, students will leave conduct scientific investigations or represent their
the artifacts of those past invesschools with an impoverished findings without text-based inquiry tools (10, 14).
tigations and are used for inducA second challenge is the poor quality of texts
sense of what it means to use
tive reasoning about scientific
the tools of literacy for learning available for science instruction. Typical science
phenomena. Scientists use texts
to generate new research questions and to provide or even to reason within various disciplines. Sci- textbooks are dense and disengaging to inexperithe background necessary for research design and ence provides a setting in which students are in- enced science readers (9, 11, 22, 27). Science teachers
tellectually obligated to make sense of data, draw have little access to well-designed texts that readers
investigation.
Science literacy instruction should engage inferences, construct arguments based on evidence, can understand given their developing knowledge
children and youth in making sense of scientific infer word meanings, and, of course, construct base and varying reading skill levels (27).
This leads to a third challenge: Both teachers
texts as one form of scientific inquiry. Inquiry- meanings for text—the very dispositions required
driven literate practice is not simply passive re- as good readers and writers. Students fine-tune and students could be better at reading, writing,
ceipt of information about science but rather a their literacy tools not only when they read and teaching, and learning from science texts. Stuprocess of actively making meaning of science; write science texts but also when they engage in dents struggle with the abstract concepts, with a
these inquiries are best regarded as investigations science investigations precisely because so many challenging scientific lexicon and set of disin their own right. When reading and writing are cast of the sense-making tools of science are consistent courses, and with complex images, graphs, and
as tools for investigating phenomena, students with, if not identical to, those of literacy (24), charts (22, 28, 29). Teachers, for their part, are often
can learn how to build on and expand the work of thus allowing a setting for additional practice not well educated in science (at the elementary
other scientists by reading about the designs and and refinement that can enhance future reading level) or in scientific-specific modes of literacy
instruction (at the secondary level).
findings of others (10). We can also engage stu- and writing efforts.
When reading is not conceptualized as inquiry,
dents in producing texts that represent the ways
texts are complex, students’ reading
they make sense of investigations,
skills are weak, and teacher knowlthus helping students understand how
edge is uncertain, teachers often resort
and why scientists think, write, and
to telling students about science rather
shape arguments the way they do. For
DO-IT
TALK-IT
than actively engaging students in
example, in one project with middleStudents model the
Students discuss
making sense of it (30, 31). Likeand high-school youth (13, 14), teachprocess of erosion
the risks of building
wise, when high-stakes testing drives
ers regularly ask students to evaluate
by shaking hard
a house on a cliff
teachers to cover content rather than
whether their written claims refer
candies in a jar
overlooking the
actively engage students in the learnback to the hypotheses they made,
and observing the
ocean.
ing process, lectures offer an efficient
candies get smaller.
whether they made the data evident,
form of delivering science informaand whether they have provided reation; thus, reading about science is
soning for their claims. Students can
replaced by listening to someone talk
READ-IT
WRITE-IT
also learn to use writing in the way that
Students read a
Students create
about science (25, 32). Avoiding the
scientists do for both journaling (15)
book about erosion
an illustrated
challenge of engaging students with
and public reporting (13, 16). In short,
and the natural
storyboard to
texts may seem efficient, yet it ultiliteracy has a role to play in both firstforces that can
chronicle the
mately undermines student learning.
hand (hands-on) and secondhand
cause it.
erosion of an
Instead of confronting reading prob(text-based) investigations (15).
ocean cliff.
lems head on, it breeds student deCareful comparisons of the reasonpendence on the teacher for science
ing tasks required of K-12 (kinderknowledge and places the learner in
garten through high school) students
a passive role (33, 31). At the same
when they engage in hands-on and
time, simply making texts available
text-based inquiries reveal a number of
shared processes and skills (9, 17, 18). Fig. 1. A multimodal approach to learning about the concept of erosion. in print or online is not enough to enScience and literacy use many of Reprinted from (60). [Copyright 2010 by The Regents of the University of sure that students engage with them;
rather, students need explicit support
the same reasoning processes: setting California]
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purposes, asking questions, clarifying ambiguities, drawing inferences from incomplete evidence, and making evidence-based arguments
(10, 19, 20).
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simultaneously learn how to read and write
science texts and to do science (5, 6, 10).

SPECIALSECTION

The Evidence Base for Integrated
Science Literacy Initiatives
These realities represent daunting challenges to
promoting integrated science literacy instruction.
However, promising projects at various grade
levels employ literacy tools, including text, to
support rather than supplant the acquisition of
knowledge and inquiry in science. These efforts
share key ingredients: They are embedded in
inquiry-based science instruction; they engage
learners in text-based inquiries along with
hands-on science investigations; they bring
together teams of literacy and science experts;
and they require extensive teacher learning
through professional development and/or educative curriculum materials (40, 41). In this
section, we provide brief descriptions of some
promising science literacy research and development projects. They move both science and
literacy instruction toward a more authentic
expression of the nature of science. Most important, these efforts show promise of increasing student learning in both literacy and science.

Concept-Oriented Reading Instruction
(CORI). For nearly 20 years, Guthrie and colleagues have been refining CORI, a program
designed to promote a number of literacy goals
through the use of broad interdisciplinary themes
(42), primarily drawn from science curricula, such
as exploring the impact of humans on animal
habitats. CORI provides explicit instruction in
reading strategies, such as questioning, activating
background knowledge, searching for information, summarizing, and synthesizing information
in order to communicate with others. Instruction
involves hands-on investigations, inquiry with
text, strategy instruction, working in collaborative inquiry teams, and writing to publish and
present findings. CORI has been shown to increase students’ science concept learning, motivation, use of productive inquiry strategies, and
overall text comprehension compared to control
classrooms with separate science and literacy
curricula and/or strategy instruction in reading
alone (43). Of particular interest in the CORI
research is the pivotal role that motivation, in

all of its instantiations (interest, self-efficacy,
and achievement motivation), plays in learning
both science and literacy.
Guided Inquiry supporting Multiple Literacies
(GIsML). Palincsar and Magnusson (15) engaged
in a multiyear program of research on the ways
that text-based (secondhand) inquiry investigations can support students’ conceptual understanding in hands-on (firsthand) investigations. In
GIsML professional development, teachers learn
to engage students in cycles of investigation guided
by specific questions, establishing the classroom
as a community of inquiry. GIsML combines these
firsthand and secondhand experiences through
the use of a fictional working scientist’s notebook.
The notebook provides models of data representation and engages students in interpreting data
along with the scientist. The texts also model a
scientist using secondhand materials, reading and
interpreting with a critical stance, and drawing
conclusions from multiple sources of evidence.
After students investigate scientific questions, they
consult text to learn how the scientist has interpreted similar evidence. In a quasi-experiment
comparing fourth graders studying the concept
of light by working with either a GIsML notebook or a considerate text (i.e., especially well-
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written, cohesive expository text) treatment, they
found that students learned more in the GIsML
notebook-based instruction than in the considerate
text condition, concluding that the notebooks promoted talk that led to greater engagement and,
ultimately, improved understanding (15).
In-depth Expanded Applications of Science
(Science IDEAS). Romance and Vitale (44, 45)
developed the IDEAS model of integrated
science/language instruction, which replaces the
time allocated for traditional literacy instruction
with a 2-hour block of science that includes
literacy skills. The science instruction is conceptfocused and involves firsthand experiences, attention to science process skills, discussion, reading
comprehension, concept mapping, and journal
writing. Several multiyear efforts show that Science
IDEAS students outperform students receiving segregated language arts and science instruction on
a range of reading and science tests and indices of
self-efficacy and attitudes toward science (44–46).
Seeds of Science—Roots of Reading. Seeds
and Roots (10) began as an attempt to embed
inquiry-oriented reading, writing,
and language activities within the
already successful GEMS (Great
Explorations in Math and Science)
K-8 hands-on science program.
The program is based on the fundamental principle that literacy is
best enacted as a set of learning
tools that support knowledge acquisition rather than as a set of independent curriculum goals. Across
two external evaluations comparing Seeds and Roots with contentcontrolled inquiry science (and, in one instance,
a reading-only control), this experimental curriculum shows advantages on measures of science
learning, vocabulary acquisition, and writing fluency, with a less consistent advantage for reading comprehension (47, 48). (See Fig. 1 for an
example.)
Reading Apprenticeship. Greenleaf and colleagues have been developing discipline-based
literacy instruction and professional development (under the rubric of Reading Apprenticeship) to foster more engaged learning for
underprepared students in secondary and postsecondary settings (19). In this apprenticeship
model, science teachers inquire deeply into what
they do to derive meaning with complex science
texts, including explanation and exposition in
scholarly journals, as well as the diagrams, data
arrays, mathematical expressions, and graphs that
convey information. Teachers then learn classroom
routines for engaging students in active inquiry and
sense-making with such texts: routines for mentoring
students in productive reasoning processes, for
fostering metacognitive awareness of comprehension problems and problem-solving processes, and
for promoting collaborative discussions of science
texts. A randomized experiment of high-school
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to acquire the composing and comprehension
processes needed for successful reading and writing
in science (34–36).
Other major challenges to developing scientific
literacy in the United States are the accountability
systems that schools and statehouses are beholden to in today’s policy environment. First, at the
elementary school level, thanks largely to the zeal
with which the No Child Left Behind (NCLB)
initiative promoted reading and math over science and other subjects, there is precious little
time for science (37). A 2008 national survey
revealed that a majority of elementary schools
decreased the time allotted to science by 15
minutes per day, while time for reading and math
was increased by a like amount (37). A 2008
survey of elementary schools in the San Francisco
Bay Area (38) revealed an even more alarming
reduction in time devoted to science in the wake of
NCLB—to under 60 minutes per week (in comparison to a national average of 200 minutes per
week in 2001). Second, standardized multiplechoice tests for all subjects serve as the standard
for gauging student achievement in
modern accountability systems (39).
As a consequence, schools are hard
pressed to promote inquiry-based
teaching, irrespective of whether it
is grounded in laboratory experiences or text-based investigations,
in the face of tests that privilege the
assessment of facts over concepts or
knowledge frameworks. The combination of high stakes (rewards
and sanctions based on performance)
and low intellectual challenge (the
factual character of the vast majority of test items)
almost compels teachers to eschew deep inquiry in
favor of content coverage (31).
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biology teaching and learning demonstrated that
the program significantly improved the quality of
biology and literacy integration and resulted in
statistically significant improvements on state standardized tests in English language arts, reading
comprehension, and biology for students (49).
Textual tools. In work of Moje and her
colleagues with middle- and high-school youth
in Detroit (14, 50, 51), teachers engage students
in reading both scientific and lay-audience texts
related to the phenomena under study. The
teachers also engage students in
translating across multiple forms of
representation (e.g., as investigations require data to be logged and
explanations of phenomena to be
communicated). Students engage in
peer review to evaluate whether
their written explanations refer back
to the hypotheses they made, to what
extent they made the data evident,
and the quality of reasoning they have
provided for their claims. Students
across all classrooms—regardless of
entering skill level—demonstrated
more developed, scientifically accurate, and rhetorically appropriate (to science) explanations
when compared to their writing at the outset of
the interventions, as well as significant gains in
science concept knowledge (14).
Summary and critique. This body of evidence [see also (34, 52–54)] demonstrates the
promise of integrated approaches to literacy and
science instruction. At a time when struggling
students are likely to be taken out of their science classes to attend remedial reading classes,
these findings suggest that a better option may
be to attend to the needs of struggling readers
within science class, where they simultaneously
acquire subject-matter knowledge and inquiry
skills, and perhaps even improve their literacy
skills. But the promise we see must be tempered by the fact that this line of work is relatively young, and much needs to be learned about
which of the features commonly employed in these
designs are truly the active ingredients responsible
for student learning and which are more peripheral.
Moving Forward
Greater proficiency in science reading, writing,
and inquiry for all students requires knowledgeable teachers who understand the vital role literacy plays in enhancing rather than replacing
science learning and who can mentor their
students in these practices. Teacher knowledge
is the key to advancing student achievement.
However, many institutional barriers stand in
the way. First, the structure of teacher education
virtually guarantees isolation between literacy
and science preparation. Moreover, the default
practice of giving science teachers a literacy
strategies toolkit is not likely to promote deep
thinking and reasoning around texts and inves-
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tigations that support science learning (50).
Instead, teaching literacy in scientifically specific ways requires deep conceptual change for
teachers to help them adopt new ways of thinking
and acting in the classroom. Changes of this
magnitude will require rethinking teacher preparation, professional development, and curriculum.
Initial teacher preparation. Moje and colleagues (55) have redesigned the secondary
teacher education program at the University of
Michigan to focus on building understanding

of the disciplinary practices supported by reading, writing, and reasoning, rather than treating
literacy methods as a separate subject. Donahue
(56) and Braunger, with other teacher educators
(57), have designed similar discipline-centered
approaches for secondary teachers. These models offer the opportunity for preservice teachers
to examine the texts of science, to plan instruction that integrates complex uses of text into
inquiry, and to learn how to teach young people
how to think, read, and write like scientists.
Ongoing professional development. Many
science teachers hold misconceptions, or at the
very least, limited conceptions, of literacy teaching and learning; they tend to think of reading and
writing as basic and universal skills that are developed in elementary or middle school or down
the hall in the English department. They do not
expect to teach science reading and writing to
students, yet they are confronted with students who
do not comprehend science texts, their specialized
language, or the many ways science ideas are
conveyed through print, diagrams, images, models,
graphs, and tables. Greenleaf and colleagues (58)
have developed programs designed to challenge
teachers’ misconceptions, transforming them into
more robust conceptions of science reading and its
role in learning. Confronting teachers with highly
advanced texts that place them in a struggling position (not unlike the texts their secondary students
confront daily) helps them realize that reading is
neither automatic nor straightforward. They typically emerge with a new appreciation for the challenges their students face and insights about how
they can help students cope with those challenges.
These science teachers also begin to recognize how
poorly many of our textbooks represent authentic
reading and writing about science (23) and how
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difficult it would be for their English language
arts colleagues to assume responsibility for mentoring and engaging students in the rigors and
rewards of science reading. Such opportunities to
investigate science literacy practices need to be
made available to teachers on a broad scale.
Curriculum development. Over the past 30
years, many inspired efforts to fundamentally
reform the K-12 science curriculum have been
launched to engage students in investigation and
inquiry; however, the quality of science reading
materials and the role they play in
inquiry have often been overlooked
in these efforts. A new generation of
materials takes a different approach,
assuming that science learning entails
and benefits from embedded literacy
activities and that literacy learning
entails and benefits from being embedded within science inquiry. Further,
some new curricula provide resources
to learn needed science content, literacy practices, and pedagogies that
support student learning (59). Those
involved in creating and validating
the efficacy of these new programs should press
educational publishers to consider their approaches
as viable alternatives to the status quo.
Assessment. Finally, it is important to note that
all the professional development in the world will
have little impact if we cannot also create more
balanced assessment portfolios for our accountability systems (39). The inclusion of challenging
performance tasks—tasks that involve extended inquiry (over several days), analysis of findings, and
public reports of student work—would help to
promote the very sort of inquiry that research
documents as effective. However, as long as lowchallenge, multiple-choice tests serve as the primary metric for measuring student learning and
teacher quality, not only in science but in literacy
as well, it will be difficult for teachers to take the
risk of promoting genuine inquiry in their classes.
Inquiry As the Common Core
As a final point, we emphasize that all of our suggestions for moving ahead are really suggestions
for making inquiry the common theme of reform.
Teacher learning is most profound when teachers
can employ the very same inquiry processes for
their own professional learning that they aspire to
enact with their students. By making their own
learning about literacy and science pedagogy the
object of inquiry, teachers can simultaneously develop the insights and pedagogical strategies they
will need to mentor their students. Integrated curricula of the sort supported by empirical research
require that the dispositions and practices of
inquiry-based science be appropriated for inquiry in reading and writing. And finally, we must
reshape our assessment systems to better reflect
the nature and goals of inquiry-oriented instruction
in both science and literacy. If we can manage all
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of these initiatives, we might be able to help teachers situate literacy and science each in the service
of the other as students gain tools and proficiency
in both. The agenda is surely daunting, but the
costs of avoiding it are high and the rewards for
pursuing it are substantial.
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REVIEW

Arguing to Learn in Science: The Role
of Collaborative, Critical Discourse
Jonathan Osborne
Argument and debate are common in science, yet they are virtually absent from science education.
Recent research shows, however, that opportunities for students to engage in collaborative discourse and
argumentation offer a means of enhancing student conceptual understanding and students’ skills and
capabilities with scientific reasoning. As one of the hallmarks of the scientist is critical, rational skepticism,
the lack of opportunities to develop the ability to reason and argue scientifically would appear to be a
significant weakness in contemporary educational practice. In short, knowing what is wrong matters as
much as knowing what is right. This paper presents a summary of the main features of this body of
research and discusses its implications for the teaching and learning of science.

T

he goal of science is to produce new
knowledge of the natural world. Two
practices essential to achieving this ob-
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jective are argument and critique. Whether it is
new theories, novel ways of collecting data, or
fresh interpretations of old data, argumentation
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